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John A Cameron
820 5th Ave North
Cold Case Cameron LLC
Great Falls, MT 59401
406-868-1026
www.coldcasecameron.com
To whom it may concern:
My name is John A Cameron and I am a 54 year old retired cold case detective from Great Falls,
Montana. I am writing you regarding the May 5th, 2009 killing of Sheri, Gavin and Garret
Coleman in Columbia, Illinois.
In June of 2010, while working for the parole board in Montana, I befriended a serial killer
named Edward Wayne Edwards. He killed in my hometown of Great Falls, Montana in 1956 at
age 22, and got away with it. He didn’t get caught for his first murder until July 30th, 2009 when
he was 76 years old.
I exchanged letters and phone calls with Ed Edwards and investigated his life for the past 5
years. Using 66 years of court records, criminal records, and interviews of hundreds of witnesses,
family members, cousins and living victims, I published a book in June of 2014 titled, “It’s Me!
Edward Wayne Edwards, The Serial Killer You NEVER Heard Of.”
My investigation revealed that Edwards started killing in 1945 in Illinois and killed, on average,
10 a year up until 2009. Edwards was a genius level psychopath starting at age 11 and set people
up his entire life in practically every state. I found approximately 200 murders spanning 66
years, and out of those, one quarter involved a set-up, and innocent men went down for his
murders. Edwards’ victim count is over 500 people, and he announced that many in 1997. He
was free until 2009.
The FBI never fully investigated Edward Wayne Edwards after he was identified as a serial killer
in 2009. Edwards had been an FBI informant for decades and used his informing as leverage for
lighter sentences on his criminal activity. Edwards was not only a serial killer, but a genius
criminal, making money on Bank Robbery, Horse Trading, Check Kiting, Insurance Fraud, and
every type of crime there is.
Edwards’ goal was to become the best criminal ever.
Attached is a review of the May 5th, 2009 Coleman family murder, and the evidence that Edward
Wayne Edwards planned the killings years in advance as his last murder before his capture, July
30th, 2009, and signed his name on the walls of the murder scene in red spray paint.
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AN OVERVIEW OF EDWARD WAYNE EDWARDS LIFE
Edwards wrote a book and published it in 1972. He was 39 years old and had just been released
from Leavenworth Prison for Bank Robbery. He was on federal parole from 1967 until 1977.
The book titled, Metamorphosis of a Criminal, The True Life Story of Ed Edwards, ended up
being a serial killers writing puzzle of all of his killings over a 66 year period. Edwards taunted
the police, public and press with messages and writings on the walls at his crime scenes. The
cover of his book was also a hidden message from a serial killer:

“NOW HE IS A WRITER”
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After Edwards published his book in 1972 and up until his capture in 2009, he traveled the
country with his wife and kids claiming he was a reformed criminal, portraying himself as a
happily married family man with 5 kids and 11 grandchildren. He would speak at churches all
over the country, and then kill someone close to the congregation, always steering the evidence
to someone innocent. Metamorphosis of a Criminal was the Metamorphosis of the worst serial
killer in modern times.
Edwards was never reformed and killed from 1945 until his death April 7th, 2011. He continues
to kill in his afterlife because his M.O. was to set people up and watch the system execute and
incarcerate innocent people. There are currently dozens of known men in prison on his murders,
some awaiting execution.
The Coleman family murder was Edward Wayne Edwards last murder and set-up before his
capture. He had set-up 2 men for his murders in 2008, in Florida and in North Carolina. Edwards
chose Illinois as the end because it is also where it all began when he was 12.

After the publication of my book and several international radio interviews, readers and listeners
helped to tie Ed Edwards to Google True Crime Blogs beginning in 1996. Edwards used the
screen names Joe1orbit and Jen1orbit while blogging.
From 1996 until his capture in 2009 Edwards blogged on websites about murders he created. On
Google True Crime Blogs Edwards announced that he had been killing for 50 years (1946-1996)
and had killed 500 people as of January 8th, 1997. Edwards announced his count 13 days after he
killed JonBenet Ramsey in her home, strangling her to death like the Coleman’s, and attempting
to set-up her parents. Edwards was free to kill and set-people up until July 30th, 2009 when he
finally got caught at age 76. Edwards set-up over a half dozen men in his last 13 years of killing,
in 6 different states.
Edwards was a writer and publisher his entire life, publishing his own confessions to murder
throughout his life, first by leaving red writings and ransom notes at his murder scenes, taunting
the police with his identity, and then publishing his 1972 book. Websites and blogs became his
publishing venue as he got older. Edwards was a computer genius since 1968 and could hack
into any computer system at the highest levels of any organization and government.
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Edwards was inside the Criminal Investigation Bureau for the US government since 1950 when
he became an FBI informant at age 17. This is why he referred to himself as the “Foreign
Faction” in the JonBenet Ramsey Ransom.

1996 Ramsey Ransom Note

Edward Wayne Edwards age 17

In 1950, Edwards was accepted into the Marines under false pretenses. He went AWOL in
September of 1950 and was captured at age 17 in Florida in 1951. He started informing to FBI
agents in Florida on Communist Sympathizer Morton Sobell and was released.
Edwards never got caught for murder until 2009 but had been in and out of prison since 1947 for
arson, armed robbery, burglary, kidnapping, auto theft, impersonating an officer, and insurance
fraud. He was officially diagnosed a sadomasochist in 1949 at age 16. Edwards had access to top
secret information and data bases by being inside the Criminal Investigation Bureau of the
Armed Services. Edwards also had a son Jeff Edwards, who worked for Lockheed Martin in
Alabama and had top secret clearance.
Edwards is the real Zodiac Killer from San-Francisco, 1968-70 who sent a 13 character writing
puzzle to the press claiming when solved, it would reveal his name. (Page 60 my book)
In 2010, I and a colleague broke Edwards’ 13 characters Zodiac Code and it revealed the name
Edward Edwards, whose name is 13 characters. Edwards had used letters from his name in
mirror image as symbols to create the puzzle.
Edwards wrote on walls at his murder scenes since age 12, and the writings would contain his
identity. The writings were illusions, and contained hidden text that revealed his name. Edwards
taunted the police with his name for 66 years because his real name was not Ed Edwards, it was
Charles Edward Meyers. One reason he targeted Joyce Meyer was just because of the name
Meyer. Edwards’ puzzles could all be solved once you knew the solution.
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Edwards used mirror imaged letters in the writings at the Coleman Murder Scene that also
contained his name.
The message “I SAW YOU LEAVE” contained all the letters, numbers and apostrophe to the 13
character phrase: “I’m Ed W Edwards” The letters and numbers were in mirror image, or upside
down and sideways within the writing.

777

Eds 47

Edwards was into “Mirrored Worlds” which stood for this life and his afterlife. In 1969 he wrote
that he was “killing and collecting slaves for his afterlife.” In his puzzles he left letters and
numbers in mirror image. By leaving the name “EDS” and the numbers “4 and7” obvious in the
puzzle, all an investigator has to do is Google search “Eds 1947 murder” and the first thing that
comes up is Edward Wayne Edwards 2002 confessional website titled:
www.blackdahliasolution.org Solving the crypto grams Edwards released the site 7 years before
he killed the Coleman family. On the site he details how to crack his codes.
The message that police stated said “I SAW YOU LEAVE” was an illusion created by Ed
Edwards, using letters and numbers from his name to form the phrase, but contained in the words
themselves were all the letters to his name. Edwards also left 47 in the puzzle as a clue to the
solution to his beginning, January 15, 1947, when he killed the Black Dahlia and became a serial
killer. He then confessed to being “The Lipstick Killer, The Zodiac Killer and the killer of The
Black Dahlia, on a website he published at age 69 in 2002, 7 years before setting up Christopher
Coleman. 777 stood for Liber 777, Aleister Crowley’s blue print for murder and mayhem.
Edwards was a Satanist and had studied Aleister Crowley since 1938, when he was 5.
At the Coleman murder scene Edwards wrote “U HAVE PAID.”
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The word paid was actually lette rs

The word PAID was made with the following letters LDAHIA=DAHLIA

If you “Google Ed, 1947 and Dahlia” Edwards confessional website to his 66 years of killing
will come up and he details on the site how to break his codes within his writings.
After publication of my book in 2014, I tied Edward Edwards to the Coleman Family murder in
Columbia, Illinois, May 5th, 2009. It was his last triple murder before his capture. His first triple
murder was also in Illinois, and he became a serial killer in 1947. Edwards described on his
confessional website www.blackdahliasolution.org how to break his ciphers and writing codes
from all his murder scenes. Here is a portion of what he said:
“The "ZODIAC killer" of the late 1960s used this type of cipher in some messages he mailed to
San Francisco-area newspapers.
And the 1947 Black Dahlia killer used another type of cipher in cryptograms he sent to LAPD
and the LA Examiner. His cerebral ciphers fall under the category of "concealment systems."
These systems include the various ways of disguising a secret text or meaning. A message or
code might be hidden in the 1st letters of words in an otherwise innocuous text such as: "Give me
a square deal." Secret text might be concealed within the last letters of words in cover text, or
within the 2nd or 3rd letters, or cryptic text might be indicated by pin pricks above significant
letters or by shaded letters: we saw this in Ed's 2nd message. And secret text might be hidden in
last letters of lines, or along "routes", through cover text: we saw this in Ed's 2nd message.
Grilles have been used in placement of elements of a secret text, after which the rest of the
innocent cover/dummy text was filled in: Ed might have utilized a grille . . . And sage Sir Francis
Bacon was doing concealment systeming 350 years before Ed Burns. One of the most famous
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concealment ciphers was invented by Bacon. He devised a 5-place-binary-counter/alphabet table
where 00000 corresponds to A, 00001 corresponds to B, 00010 corresponds to C, 00011
corresponds to D, 00100 corresponds to E, and so on . . . And with upper-case letters to
represent "0"s, and lower-case letters to represent "1"s, and a conceptual lumping of dummymessage letters into groups of five, Sir Francis was into concealment.”(Ed Edwards November,
2002)
Edwards left his full name in the writings on the wall at the Coleman murder scene using the
system he described above.
Edwards steered the evidence in the Coleman case across the Mississippi River to St. Louis,
Missouri where Chris and his wife Sheri were both employed by religious organizations, Sheri
by Destiny Church and Chris by Joyce Meyer Ministries.
Edwards planted a DVD faceplate taken from the home, twine and a glove along the bridge and
highway that connects Columbia, Illinois to St. Louis, Missouri. Christopher Coleman used this
route the morning of the murders to go to the gym.
Columbia is a name Edwards had used in his 1972 book Metamorphosis of a Criminal 5 times.
After the book was published he killed in cities that had the same name as he mentioned in his
book. Columbia was mentioned on pages 88, 89, 90 and 98.
Edwards had killed an Editor of a major newspaper in Columbia, Missouri 8 years before the
Coleman murder on Halloween night 2001. He chose Halloween to kill because it leads into
November 1st, Catholic All Saints Day. Edwards was raised, beaten and abused in a Catholic
Orphanage in Cleveland, Ohio from 1938 until 1946. Because of this, Edwards became a
Satanist Serial Killer starting in1947. Edwards followed Aleister Crowley’s blue print for murder
and mayhem, LIBER 777. Edwards used three mirror imaged 7’s in his writings at the Coleman
murder scene as a clue to the ritualistic nature of his murders.
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Edwards MO throughout life was to kill and set some-one up. He would write threatening letters
and messages written in red For “Ra” or “Satan.” Edwards would tempt the people he has
chosen to set-up or kill with the 7 deadly sins, and then kill someone close to them, making them
live with it. “They have paid” was his motto. Christopher Coleman was having an affair which is
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the violation of lust. Edwards set-up Chris to make him pay for his sins and terrorize a quiet
community. He also wanted to “Punish” Sheri Coleman’s family who was from Chicago.

LOOK AT THE WORDS CLOSELY, THEY CONTAIN HIDDEN TEXT
In 2001 Edwards killed in Columbia, Missouri and set-up Charles Erickson and Ryan Ferguson.
Erickson is still serving and Ferguson was released last year. Edwards kills on Holidays,
Halloween, July 4th, Christmas, Easter and Cinco de Mayo.
The day the Coleman’s were killed, May 5th, 2009, is Cinco de Mayo. Many in the USA mistake
it for Mexico’s Independence Day. Edwards killed three 8 year old boys in 1993 on Cinco de
Mayo. Edwards killed on USA’s Independence Day July 4th, in 1954 and 1969. Edwards killed
on religious holidays and significant events from history.
The writing on the walls at the Coleman murder scene contains the name Edward W. Edwards in
mirror imaged letters within the phrases. The writings contained hidden text and messages from
the killer that would identify him. It was his signature that he was the killer. The writings also
contained the Greek symbol “Theta” for the “A” in the words “Watching” and “Always.
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In its archaic form the Greek Theta,

was represented as a cross within a circle

and later, as

a line or point within a circle.
Edwards had used these symbols in his Zodiac Killer
cryptograms and writings from 1969.
In 1945, 46, and 47, Edwards wrote in Red Lipstick on the walls at three murders known as the
Lipstick Killings. Edwards taunted police with his identity within the messages, using letters
from his name to form the messages and threats. Edwards set-up 17 year old William Hierens
who died in 2012 after 66 years in an Illinois prison, innocent. This is why Edwards targeted
Illinois to end because it was the beginning.
Edwards was 13 in 1947 when he became a serial killer and that’s why he left the number 47 in
the writings on the wall at the Coleman’s. It all began when he killed 3 in Illinois and 1 in
California in 1945-46 and 47, when he was 13 years old.
Edwards chose Missouri to taunt because he was housed in the psychiatric ward of Springfield,
Missouri Federal Prison in 1953 and conned his way out of prison by claiming mental illness. He
was 76 on July 30th, 2009 when he finally got caught. He was caught 3 months after the Coleman
murders.
Edwards MO throughout life was to set people up for his murders and watch the system execute
innocent people. Illinois had the longest serving set-up, William Hierens who served 66 years as
the Lipstick Killer and died March 6, 2012 in an Illinois prison.

The Reason the Coleman’s Were Targeted
Christopher Coleman and his family were targeted by Edwards because they lived in Illinois
where it all began in 1945 with a triple killing. Christopher was also employed by Joyce Meyer
Ministries where he was the head of security. Christopher’s father was a pastor in Chester,
Illinois. Edwards targets religious families to destroy and they have to have a connection to his
1972 book. Edwards wrote the name Coleman in his 1972 book:

Paulette Coleman was a typist who had helped Edwards type his book.That is why some of the
notes in the Coleman mailbox were typed. Edwards would target and kill someone with the name
Coleman just to tie it to his book. That was his M.O. He tied all of his future murders to names
and locations in the book.
Joyce Meyer Ministries was targeted by Edwards because of her name and position in a religious
organization. Edwards’ real last name was Charles Edward Meyers. Edwards placed the name
Meyers once in his book.
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Edwards also lied in his book, calling himself Charles Murray and misspelling his mother’s last
name. By lying in the book it made his real identity harder to figure out. You had to investigate
him and follow his life. The FBI never investigated Edward Wayne Edwards after his capture in
2009.

After the death of his mother in 1938, Edwards name was changed from Charles Edward Meyers
to Edward Wayne Edwards. He was raped, beaten and abused in a Catholic Orphanage and
escaped in 1945 at age 12. He started killing people based on Satanism, and teasing people with
his identity. Edwards wrote on the walls at a triple murder scene with Candy Apple Red lipstick
in 1945-46:
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The 1945-46 writing and the 2009 Coleman Murder Scene writings were all authored by Edward
Wayne Edwards. Edwards was 12 years old and diagnosed a sadomasochist when he wrote the
message to “Catch Him,” taunting authorities with his high IQ. His 1947 Psychological
Evaluation stated:

Edwards became a Satanist at a very young age and created what he called “Crimes of
Recognition.” What that meant is he would target people that are in the press getting recognized,
and steal their thunder by killing someone close.
Edwards targeted Joyce Meyer Ministries to destroy because Joyce was all over the press in
2007-2008, being publically humiliated by a congressional committee looking into her finances.
Edwards threatened the ministry in the notes left at the Coleman home the 6 months prior to the
murders.
The ministry was across the river from Columbia, Illinois where the Colemans were killed, and
near St. Louis, Missouri. By targeting the Colemans in Illinois, and steering the evidence across
state lines to Missouri, Edwards brought in the FBI.
The messages Edwards wrote throughout his life were targeted to the experts at the FBI.
Edwards challenged cryptologists and handwriting experts his entire life. In 1981, Edwards sent
the Atlanta Child Killer FBI Task Force the following letter as a taunt. He had just killed 24 little
black kids, laying them out in police parking lots, and set-up Wayne Williams who is still
serving time in Atlanta. The following poem Edwards sent describes his M.O.:
You’re all afraid you’re all upset
Cause none of those cops have caught me yet
I struck again and didn’t leave a clue
And now the whole damn city doesn’t know what to do
You finally found Lube; he’s been there all the while
Keep looking, you’ll find another child
You think that number stops at nineteen?
Man there are some things you haven’t seen
One night some kids got killed in a fire
I struck the match so the death toll is higher
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But you can’t seem to catch me, I wonder why
Thousands of you see me each day as I pass by
It’s pathetic to think that I can getaway
With first degree murder on any chosen day
Politicians worry as the plot thickens
Leaders running around like headless chickens
All kinds of cops can’t cooperate with each other
You’ll never catch me, you bumbling mothers
Come back from the ridiculous to the sublime
And you will find I have been with you every time
You better start looking before it’s too late
Or there will be another 50-48 (dead cop)
So before I leave you with this piece of evidence
Don’t do something stupid like dust it for prints
Signed: The Ghost Killer
Edwards was a genius level psychopath that liked to taunt the police and press with messages,
riddles and puzzles.
Edwards may have targeted the Colemans years before it happened, possibly as early as 2001
when Sheri’s cousin Enrico J. Maribelli, a prominent lawyer in Chicago, filed suit against HBO,
Time Warner and the show The Soprano’s, Edwards targeted people to destroy that were in the
press. Sheri’s mother’s family, DeCicco was a well-known Chicago name and Enrico Maribelli,
Sheri’s cousin was getting a lot of press.
As the Zodiac Killer Edwards taunted the famous lawyer Melvin Belli. Sheri Coleman’s cousin
was a famous lawyer in Chicago whose last name was similar to the name Melvin Belli-MariBelli. Edwards chose his victims years in advance to match names and locations of previous
famous murders he had committed. Chicago is where he started killing in 1945 and Chicago is
where he planned to destroy an innocent family in 2009 to end.
(12-20-1969 Zodiac Killer Letter to Belli)
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December 20 1969, Edward Wayne Edwards Melvin Belli Letter
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Sheri Coleman’s cousin Enrico Maribelli had sued HBO in 2001 and he was all over the press.
Edwards also went after HBO. Edwards killed 3 boys on May 5th, 1993, the same date as the
Coleman murder and HBO did a documentary on the murder. Edwards conned a cameraman
filming the HBO documentary Paradise Lost in 1993 and got himself filmed standing over the
grave of one of the victims, holding the cane, which was the murder weapon. He set-up 3 teens
known as The West Memphis Three for the killings, and they served 18 years, released 2 years
ago.

Edward Wayne Edwards 1993
Nobody knew the killer was amongst them at the time of the filming. “I’m Always Watching” is
what Edwards wrote at the Coleman Scene. It meant he was always in front of the investigation.
Edwards targeted Hollywood movie makers his entire life because they were creating movies on
his murders that were false. Edwards may have appeared at the funeral of Sheri, Gavin and
Garret. I have not received the DVDs yet.
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Edwards was always in front of everyone under assumed identity, watching. Edwards chose his
victims so that his killings would create mass media, terror and recognition. In 2009 Edwards
portrayed himself in public as an invalid with a cane and a wheel chair. He was never an invalid,
but portrayed himself as one when he was in public, and with his wife. When he was not with his
wife he could do anything. He flew in and out of his murder scenes through private charted
aircraft. He had private plane connections in Chicago and Florida.
After Sheri and the boys were killed, Enrico J. Maribelli filed a restraining order against the
Coleman’s, trying to get the funeral and the bodies of Sheri, Gavin and Garett moved to Chicago.
Maribelli created mass recognition after the murders by fighting publicly with Christopher
Coleman and his family.
Edwards knew exactly what he would create by pitting families against families in his killings.
He created hatred amongst family members and friends his whole life, steering the evidence to
the innocent and “Watching Always” as the system and people destroyed each other. “You Have
Paid” was meant for the surviving family members destroyed by Edwards. They would have to
live with what they said and did to others, and then, when the truth about his murders is finally
revealed, everyone would look stupid and foolish. Christopher Coleman is paying, having his
family killed, his entire personal life thrown out in public for the media to exploit, and spend 300
years in prison for having an affair.
Sheri’s mother’s name was DeCicco, a famous Italian Mafia name. Frank DeCicco was the
underground boss for the Gambino family. George DeCicco was also tied to the Gambino
family. Whether or not Sheri’s family was mob related would not have mattered to Edwards. It
was the connection to the name DeCicco and Chicago. Edwards hated the mob and set mobsters
up in the past. Edwards had informed to the FBI in 1979 on the Jimmy Hoffa disappearance.
This is documented in his NCIC criminal records. He attempted to set-up Italian mobster Tony
Provenzano.
The Coleman family murder was a ritual murder planned years in advance. Edwards is a ritual
killer, meaning he commits his murders on specific dates, places, names and locations.
At the time of the murders, Columbia, Illinois’s Police Department was headed by a man named
Chief Joseph Edwards. This was one more reason Edwards chose Columbia and the Coleman’s.
He wanted to taunt Chief Edwards with his IQ.
There were no reported murders in Columbia in the years prior to the murder. The town sits at
the state line crossing from Illinois to Missouri. It’s a very white, clean community with no
violence. By choosing Columbia to kill in, Edwards would taunt an in-experienced police
department, and bring in the FBI. Edwards taunted the FBI with writings and puzzles since 1945.
He chose his locations and victims meticulously.
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Edwards was a ritual killer who killed using rope, knife gun and fire. He would strangle, shoot,
stab, dismember, and eat the flesh and blood of man. It was all based on Satanism, ancient
Egyptian history and Aleister Crowley’s writing’s including, LIBER 777 murder and mayhem.
Black magic is what Edwards understood. Edwards Created allusions in writings that taunt
authorities to, “Figure it out.”
Edwards would ritualistically kill 3 people at a time as a representation of Jesus and the 2 sinners
by his side. Edwards had killed 1, 2,3,4,5 and 6, all at one time in a pattern over 66 years of
killing. He gained trust with many of his victims by grooming his way into their lives
unbeknownst to them. He had done triple killings in Chicago in 1945 and 1955, laying his
victims out ritualistically, like Sheri Coleman was.

THE WRITINGS AND THREATS AT COLEMAN SCENE
The following is a review of the evidence that Edward Wayne Edwards committed the Coleman
murders and staged the scene to implicate Christopher Coleman. This review will refer to my
book that also contains copies of letters and writings of Edward Edwards. I will also be referring
to Ed Edwards’1972 book:

Metamorphosis of a Criminal, Available Here as a Searchable PDF for Free. A life Timeline of
Edward Wayne Edwards and his killings and set-ups can be found on my website,
"Coldcasecameron.com"
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CAUTION GRAPHIC CONTENT
On May 5th, 2009 Sherri age 31, Gavin age 11 and Garrett Coleman age 9, were strangled in their
beds as they slept in their home in Columbia, Illinois, a community across the Mississippi River
from St. Louis, Missouri. The killer sprayed messages on the walls and on the bodies of the
victims with Gloss Apple Red spray paint.
The killer staged Sherri’s body face down and crosswise on a round bed with her ankles crossed
and arms out and bent at the elbow. Sherri’s head was hanging near the edge of the round bed
with her hair draped over her face. She had been strangled while under the covers while the killer
straddled her back. She was then “Staged” and repositioned on top of the covers crosswise on the
bed. This picture shows Sherri rolled over by police. The original positioning was face down and
crosswise on the bed.

The bed Sheri was killed on was round and out of the ordinary. According to Christopher
Coleman, he was out of the country on a trip with Joyce Meyer Ministries when Sherri called and
told him that someone donated a round bed to the church where she was a receptionist. The bed
was said to be a display model and never used. Chris told Sheri that he wanted a regular bed with
a head board. Sherri had the bed delivered to the house but it is unknown by whom. The bed was
sectioned into quadrants and the frame and mattress were shaped like a circle and cross.

Former FBI Agent Mark Safarick was hired by Columbia Police Chief Joe Edwards after the
murder to do a behavioral study of the Coleman crime scene. He describes how Sheri was staged
and had been repositioned after she was killed.
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Edwards strangled Sheri while she was under the covers and then repositioned her after death on
top of the covers, face down, crosswise on the bed, arms bent at elbows, legs crossed at ankles
and head hanging slightly off near the edge of bed. Her hair was purposely draped over her face.
Edwards laid her out as Jesus was laid out on the cross only this represented Satan’s Cross to
him.

In the year prior to her death, Sheri was convinced by someone to get the round bed and get a
tattoo. The tattoo was the word “Jesus” in Hebrew placed on the back of her neck. This tattoo
was facing up when Sheri was found.
Sherri had injuries to her face.
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Gavin Coleman, age 9 was on lying on his right side and had strands of long black hair on his
face and neck. Gavin had bruising on his arms and was hit on the front of his head. He had been
strangled in his sleep. His Larynx was fractured. The killer wrote what appeared to be “Fuck
You” on his bed but the Y in “You” appeared to be more like a 6.

FROM AUTOPSY REPORT

Garrett Coleman, age 11, was on his left side and had strands of long black hair on the right side
of his face and neck. The killer used the spray paint to spray a circular type pattern on Garrett,
but may have run out of paint before finishing.

From Autopsy Report:
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The messages on the walls at the Coleman scene were photographed and police said they
appeared to be “Helter Skelter” type messages, referring to the 1968 Manson murders in
California.
In many of Edwards’ messages he would leave the E’s and the D’s to stand out. He did so in the
Coleman murder. Look at the words closely. The wall on the left was said by police to say, “I
Saw You Leave.” The writing on the right wall was said to say “Fuck You I Am Always
Watching.”

Edward Wayne Edwards new Charles Manson and grew up with him in Cleveland, Ohio in the
30’s and 40’s. Both were in Chillicothe Prison together in 1952. Both were released in 1967 from
prison and went on to create terror. Edwards competed with Manson for recognition and terror
throughout his life. Edwards admitted his relationship with Charley Manson in a 1993 letter he
wrote to the FBI. (Page 128 my book)
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Another message read

A message that ran up the staircase to the murder scene read:
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The message on Gavin’s bed read:
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The crime scene sketch shows the layout of Sheri, the boys and the
house. The Yellow indicates the area the messages were sprayed
downstairs.

The diagram of the crime scene shows the way the victims were laid out in the home. Sherri was
laid out ritualistically, facedown, arms out and bent, feet crossed and hair draped over her face.
Sherri was on a round shaped bed with a cross metal frame. The bed had been donated to Destiny
Church in St. Louis where Sheri was the receptionist. Christopher Coleman was out of the
country when Sheri got the bed.
Gavin and Garret were both covered in a white blanket. Sherri was not covered and she was
staged, meaning the killer took the time to pull off the covers, place her crosswise on the bed,
cross her legs, stretch out her arms and drape her hair over her face.
The spray paint used for the writings was said to be purchased by Christopher Coleman to make
a target for his children’s Nerf Guns and was purchased in 2008. Chris had purchased other cans
for his employer, Joyce Meyer Ministries for work projects. (From Police Report)

The paint had been sitting on the computer desk in the basement of the house. The killer was said
to have entered through the unlocked basement window near the computer desk but this was
most likely staged. Edwards most likely obtained a key prior to the murder, possibly through
Destiny Church where Sheri worked as a receptionist and the round bed was donated.
Edwards was already in the house as Chris was leaving for the gym at 5:37 am that’s one reason
he wrote “I Saw You Leave.”
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In the JonBenet Ramsey case, Edwards staged the basement window to appear as the point of
entry. He was already in the house in the JonBenet Ramsey case and would have already gained
access to the home before Chris left. Edwards used the sound of the garage opening and Chris
leaving to surprise Sheri and kill her quickly. Their bed was above the garage. The open
basement window was staged to appear as if the screen was pried off. This would implicate
Chris. Chris had told police all the windows were locked yet this one was found open. This was
the killers escape not entry. There was no grass or signs that anyone climbed in the window
because they climbed out, to avoid the camera’s in front that were set-up prior to the murder.

There may have been a can of “Air Duster” in the house by the computer desk as Chris stated,
“Sherri used it to dust off computers at work and so did I.” (Interview with Chris in 2015)
There was a large amount of computer and surveillance equipment in the home because of
previous threats before the murder, and Chris and Sheri’s security business. A surveillance
system had been set-up and the killer knew it. He took the DVD player, destroyed it and planted
the face cover on the highway Chris was taking to the gym, implying Chris threw it out.
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Air Duster or Gas Duster is compressed air used to keep camera lenses clean and computer
equipment dust free. The liquid, when released from the can, boils at a very low temperature,
rapidly cooling any surface it touches. This can cause frostbite on contact with skin. As the can
gets very cold during extended use, holding the can itself can result in frostbite.
The smell of paint was in the air when police arrived on the scene at 6:47am. Chris had left at
5:37am and was only gone an hour. He was searched and his clothing was analyzed. He had no
paint on him. The amount of spraying that it took to write the messages would have left a fine
mist of paint everywhere within close proximity.
The killer appeared to start writing the messages at main level and worked his way up the
staircase to the boys in bed. Some of the writings were actually written from the end of the
phrase and sprayed to the beginning. The writings were very artistic and the killer knew exactly
what he was going to write and how before he went in. The killer would have walked through the
fine mist of paint as he exited.
Chris had only been gone one hour but police stated the bodies were in an advanced stage of
Rigor Mortis. Experts testified at Chris’ trial that the killing happened around 3am, before Chris
left the house. The time frame was partially based on Chris’s phone connecting to the internet at
2:47am. Police speculated he must have been awake, fought with Sheri and killed them all.
The advanced stage of rigor to Sherri was another contributing factor to the 3:00am time of
death. Dr. Baden was supplied a letter on May 19, 2009 that he based his decision on.
The victims were all cold to the touch and thick skinned near the neck when officers checked for
a pulse at about 7:00am, 1 hour and 25 minutes after the murder.
What police and experts didn’t realize is the killer was staging the scene to appear as if it
happened earlier. Experts would not have even considered that the killer could have used “Air
Duster” to spray the victims after death and cool their skin to the touch. The first place you check
for a pulse is usually in the neck, and officers did that in this case. Air Duster sprayed by the
killer on the neck would have made the skin cold and thick to the touch after death, because there
is no more blood flow. It would also advance rigor and alter the time of death. It would only take
seconds to complete. It is the only way Edwards could successfully set-up Chris. The Air Duster
would not change the “ambient” temperature of the room, and would not be noticed by police.
Air Duster does have chemical properties and if the pathologist collected skin samples at autopsy
there could be testing done. Air Duster leaves an aerosol smell and the first responding officer
testified in a deposition that he smelled an aerosol.
Based on Dr. Baden’s opinion, Christopher Coleman was arrested May 19th, 2009, the day the
letter was sent to Baden.
Opinion:
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As part of the set-up, Edwards would have used air-duster to make the time of death
appear earlier; otherwise the set-up would not work. The killer already knew Chris’
schedule and said so in the threatening messages. Chris was only gone one hour and he
always text or called to wake Sherri. The killer knew this. He texted Sherri within minutes
of leaving the home and she was already dead. The killer was in the house before Chris
opened the garage door. The sound of the garage door opening and the truck pulling out
allowed him to sneak up the stairs un- heard. Sheri’s bedroom was over the garage.
Chris had no paint on him. The paint smell would have covered up any hint of a chemical
like Air Duster in the room. The paint can was removed from the scene and Edwards
would have removed the Air Duster also. By 2009 Edwards was a computer genius and
knew all about the properties of Air Duster. Edwards was always about outsmarting the
experts and Dr. Baden was an expert that was wrong on other cases Edwards had
committed.
Edwards taunted Experts who testified at his murder trial set-ups. He was the one that
knew what happened, not the expert. Edwards did set-ups of cheating husbands since
setting up Dr. Sam Sheppard in Cleveland, Ohio, July 4th, 1954 for killing his pregnant wife
in bed. Dr. Sheppard was acquitted at a new trial in 1967 just before Edwards started the
Zodiac killings. He had set-up Dr. Sheppard and wrote about it in his 1972 book as a
puzzle.
Christopher Coleman was under suspicion from the beginning because Sherri appeared to be in
an advanced stage of rigor mortis and post mortem lividity, which is the stiffening of the body
and settling of the blood after death. As the body cools this becomes more prominent and
eventually subsides.
Early in the day, while Chris was still at the scene, a blogger on the St. Louis Post Dispatch
stated: “Husband has been dating a girl from St. Petersburg Florida named Tara Lintz.”
The bloggers name was “Cowgirl1969”
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An unknown blogger led police to the affair Chris was having with Tara Lintz. The blog name
was “Cowgirl1969.” The blog name leaves you thinking that it was a woman that wrote it. 1969
is the year Edwards announced himself out west in San Francisco as The Zodiac. The name
“Cowgirl1969” ties to Edwards; killing girls out west in 1969.
Edwards had used his Grandmother’s name “Anabel” in the same type of a blog in Fayetteville,
North Carolina, June 14th, 2008, a year before the Colemans. In this case he strangled and
drowned a pregnant female and wrote the Zodiac sign in red lipstick on the mirror setting up the
boyfriend, Edgar Patino. Edwards blogged after the murder that Edgar Patino was having an
affair with the victim Megan Touma. Police went after Patino. Edwards taunted the press and
police with a Zodiac Killer letter stating he was at the scene. The note was typed on a typewriter
like some of the Coleman letters found in the mailbox.

Edwards used a female blog name when he led police in this case to a man named Edgar Patino
who was also having an affair with the victim.
Sheri Coleman had her Facebook page hacked just prior to her death, and she suspected a woman
had done it. Edwards portrayed himself on line as a woman and a man from 1996 until 2009
using the names Jen1orbit and joe1orbit.
What happened in Chris’ case is Edwards MO. Edwards chose his victims and picked wife
cheaters to set-up. In the North Carolina case in 2008 Edgar Patino actually pled guilty in
November, 2010 to avoid being put to death. He has lost all appeals, maintains his innocence, but
has no attorney.
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Christopher Coleman was interviewed by police from 11:09am until 5:00pm. The blog that
exposed the affair came into the St. Louis Post Dispatch and it portrayed a women had sent it. It
was deleted after the Illinois Terrorism Task Force notified Columbia police about it.
Police contacted Tara Lintz in Florida while Chris was being interviewed and she confirmed the
affair. Between Sherri’s state of rigor, the blog and the cheating accusations, the set-up had
worked, and police suspected Chris had killed his family. Chris became the only suspect at this
point and all the time was spent proving Chris wrote the messages rather than looking at what the
message really said.
Chris had no paint on him or his clothes, and was clocked in at the gym during the time of the
killing. The killer stole the DVD player which Chris had installed because of the death threats he
received 6 months before the killing. The DVD Face plate was found planted on the side of the
highway leading into St. Louis and the bridge Chris took to the gym. This implicated Chris again
as police said he threw it out the window on the way to the gym. By planting the evidence
crossing state lines it brought in the St. Louis FBI office and homicide task force, the very people
Edwards taunted his entire life.
The faceplate had a fingerprint on it. It was entered into AFIS and it was not Chris’. The
fingerprint on the faceplate would have been planted by Edwards but most likely belong to a
previous victim of his. (Robert A Wiles, kidnapped April 1, 2008 by Edwards, body never
found) Edwards planted fingerprints at many of his scenes. He would actually cut off fingers and
use them to plant evidence.
Edwards planted fingerprints in blood at the Zodiac cab driver killing in San Francisco, 1969.
(Cowgirl1969) Edwards had used a previous victim’s finger to leave the print. Edwards also
planted hair on many of his victim’s bodies. This would implicate anyone but him.
Gavin and Garett both had obvious long black hairs placed on their face, neck and chest. There
were more than 6. Experts concluded the hairs were transferred by the noose used to strangle
Sheri first. The hairs, and the way they were placed on the victims was a clue that Edwards left at
many of his scenes. Edwards had placed hairs on dozens of other victims.
Edwards knew the FBI was falsely testifying the last 30 years about hair evidence because he
was planting hair and they were confirming wrong analysis. The FBI just recently admitted that
their hair analysis has been flawed for 40 years. Edwards knew this, and the hairs on the boys
should be DNA tested.
At the time the Colemans were killed, Edwards had a previous victim’s body hidden. The
victim’s name was Robert A Wiles from Melbourne, Florida. Robert had lived in the same city
Tara Lintz and Christopher Coleman had the affair in, November 2008. Robert was killed April
1st, 2008 in Lakeland, Florida. His body has never been found. Robert had brown hair. (Page 358
my book)
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Serial Killer Edward Wayne Edwards, DOB 6-14-1933, DOD 4-7-2011,
killed the Coleman family and signed his name in an “Illusion Writing” in red spray paint,
painted on the walls at the murder scene. Edwards used the letters in mirror image from his name
to form the message “I Saw You Leave”
I Saw You Leave

Police Reports State It Said: “I SAW YOU LEAVE”
If you look closely at the A in LEAVE you will see it is not an A at all. It is an upside down
number 4 and the number 7 right side up combined, the 4 being sprayed last- the 7 first. The
large capital E has a long middle stem pointing to the upside down #4. The 4th letter of the
Alphabet is D. Two 7s in mirror image make a W. The word YOU did not contain the letters “y,
o, u” but were the letters “w, d, s” in mirror image.
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Starting with the word “YOU” you can see that it is made with a sideways “S” attached to an
upside down “d” which points to the large capital “E”.

Eds

Mirror Image Eds

Ed and 4 D’s to name

47 Eds

n=r
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Throughout the message Edwards gave his name as a puzzle in mirror imaged letters. The
remaining letters to his name are in the other words. The word “SAW” was made with a
sideways small case “n” attached to a small case “r.” In Edwards’ 1970 Zodiac Killer Identity
Cipher he substituted a small case “n” for a small case “r” and it revealed his name.

I

I’m

The “Y” in “YOU” was made with an upside down small case “m” pointing to the large strange
“I” above it. The “I” is missing its top right stem which was a clue as to where to put the
Apostrophe sign found in the “W” in “SAW.” The use of the Apostrophe sign means you move
the upside down “m” in “YOU” up to the “I” and you get “I’m”
Edwards had started his Zodiac Killer Ciphers with “I’M.” When it was solved in 2010 they said
“I’m Edward E”
There are 7 letters to his last name and 4 D’s to the name Edward Wayne Edwards. Edwards
used the numbers 4 and 7 in the puzzle as a clue. The year 47 he became a serial killer.

LIBER 777, Murder and Mayhem, Aleister Crowley’s 1903 book of magic and allusion was the
satanic religion Edwards followed. His messages were illusions that contained hidden text
identifying the writer. They could never have been solved without knowing his name first.
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The message ‘I Saw You Leave” contained mirror imaged letters to the phrase “I’m Ed W
Edwards.”

For the word “SAW” Edwards used a sideways small case “n” attached to a small case “r” and
made an “Apostrophe Sign” for the word “I’m” in the “W”. Edwards left a stem off the right
side of the large “I” as a clue to put the apostrophe there.
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The hidden text within the writing left the following 12 letters and one apostrophe.

SDRAWDEWDEM’I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

I’M ED W EDWARDS
There were 13 characters to the name Edward Edwards
In 1969 Edwards’ sent an18 character Zodiac Killer Cipher to the press. There are 18 characters
to the name Edward Wayne Edwards.
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Edwards used Greek in his zodiac killer puzzles form 1969. (Cowgirl1969) Edwards taunted
police and the press in his messages with his IQ. It was officially registered at 132 in 1946. He
used his messages and puzzles to hide hidden meanings that contained his name.
Edwards had substituted “n” for “r” in his 13 character 1970 Zodiac Killer Identity Cipher that
we solved in 2010. He substituted “n” for “r’ in the 13 character Coleman writing. In the 13
character Zodiac Killer Writing Edwards also gave his name “EDWARD EDWARDS.”

Zodiac Killer April 20, 1970 Identity Cipher and Solution
Edwards used mirror imaged letters of his own name in many of his Zodiac ciphers and he did it
at the Coleman murder scene. The only Zodiac cipher solved by the public prior to the revelation
of Ed Edwards stated the following:
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Edwards life was based on LIBER 777 and Thelema, Aleister Crowley’s blue print of murder
and mayhem. Developed in the early 1900’s, Edwards based his killings on magic and allusion’s
taught by Aleister Crowley. Edwards would be considered the highest level priest in a sick
satanic society.
7 years before the Coleman’s were killed, Edwards confessed to being the killer of the Black
Dahlia on the website www.blackdahliasolution.org. On the site he detailed how his messages
contain hidden text that reveals his identity. Some of this is explained in my published 2014
book.
Here is Ed Edwards own words describing his cipher’s, codes and messages left at his scenes
since 1947 when he killed The Black Dahlia.
“The "ZODIAC killer" of the late 1960s used this type of cipher in some messages he mailed to
San Francisco-area newspapers. And the 1947 Black Dahlia killer used another type of cipher in
cryptograms he sent to LAPD and the LA Examiner. His cerebral ciphers fall under the category
of "concealment systems." These systems include the various ways of disguising a secret text or
meaning. A message or code might be hidden in the 1st letters of words in an otherwise
innocuous text such as: "Give me a square deal." Secret text might be concealed within the last
letters of words in cover text, or within the 2nd or 3rd letters, or cryptic text might be indicated
by pin pricks above significant letters or by shaded letters: we saw this in Ed's 2nd message. And
secret text might be hidden in last letters of lines, or along "routes", through cover text: we saw
this in Ed's 2nd message.” (Ed Edwards November 2002, Blackdahliasolution.org)
The message at the Coleman murder scene that stated “U Have Paid” contained hidden text and
followed “Routes” like Edwards said above. In the Coleman case the route was the stairway up
to the killings and the “innocuous text” he describes above was “U have Paid.”
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Just as Edwards described above on his Black Dahlia confession site, The “P” in the word PAID
was not made with the letter “P.” It was a straight line or small case “L” and the letter “D”
sprayed cockeyed from it. This was a clue that there was a hidden text and a message from the
killer, just as Edwards described above on his “Dahlia” confessional website.

The word PAID contained mirror imaged letters to the word DAHLIA
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LDAHIA=DAHLIA

DAHLIA
The message PAID at the Coleman Scene said Dahlia. If you Google the obvious name and
numbers in the messages, “Ed” “47” and “Dahlia,” the first thing that comes up is Edward
Wayne Edwards website, www.blackdahliasolution.org The site was the solution to all of his
murders dating back to the Lipstick killings of 1945-46 and the killing of Elizabeth Short, The
Black Dahlia. The site detailed how to break Edward Wayne Edwards’ codes.
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Chicago, Illinois Lipstick Killer Victims and The Black Dahlia

The “e” in “Have” is the same as the “c” from Edwards’ 1945-46 Lipstick Killings message. The
message back in 1946 written in red lipstick meant “Catch Edward Edwards.”

May 5th, 2009, Columbia Ill

June 5th, 1945, Chicago, Ill

“U HAV ED DAHLIA”
:
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Edwards used the Greek Theta for the “A” in “Always” and the “A” in “Watching.” The Theta
is the 8th symbol of the Greek Alphabet. The number 8 represents Eternity. The Archaic Theta
was considered the symbol of death in ancient times, and was represented by the Circle and the
Cross. Edwards had used the Greek Theta throughout his 1969-70 Zodiac puzzles because it
represented his signature, the Zodiac Cross and Circle. That’s why he used it at the Colemans.
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The police who responded to the scene of the Coleman murder have stated on 48 Hours that the
writings appeared to be “Helter Skelter.” They were. Ed Edwards knew Charlie Manson since
1945 and said so in a letter I recovered in 2010 that he had sent to the FBI in 1993. Edwards also
mentioned knowing many big name mobsters from Chicago. (Page 126 my book)

Portion of July 7th, 1993 Letter sent to FBI by Ed Edwards
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Edwards was friends with Charles Manson and both were born in Cleveland, Ohio, one year
apart at the height of the Great Depression. They were both in Chillicothe Prison, Ohio in 195253.
Edwards and Manson were paroled in 1967 and started killing again. Manson got caught.
Edwards didn’t, and committed The Zodiac Killings to compete with Manson, who had
committed Helter Skelter. The two competed for recognition, but Edwards was a genius level
sociopath. Both men wrote on the walls in Red.

Edwards also mentioned Tony Provenzano in the above FBI letter. Tony was a well- known
Italian mobster that Edwards attempted to set-up for the killing of Jimmy Hoffa in 1975.
Edwards killed Hoffa and informed to the FBI on Tony Provenzano while he was living with his
wife in Florida. He admitted to me and in the above letter. Edwards targeted mobsters and their
families to destroy.
Edwards became a Ritual Killer in 1947 at age 13. As a ritual killer he killed near water his
entire life. The Colemans home was on Columbia Lake. The back entrance of the home shows a
quick escape route that is blinded by trees and shrubs.
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On May 5th, 2009 sunrise was 5:59am. The killer was in the home by 5:37am, the time Chris left
for the gym. By sunrise, Edwards would have killed the victims and sprayed the messages. He
walked out the back way unnoticed. Everything he did was pre-planned and he always had an
escape route and a ruse. He would have been covered from head to toe like he was in the Zodiac
case in 1969, and removed his cover while walking away unnoticed. He would have had a
murder bag or duffel bag. He describes in detail on this YouTube video his detail and planning of
his murders.
Edwards was always able to place the threatening letters in the Coleman mailbox unnoticed,
even after cameras were set-up. That is why many of the messages stated “I Saw You,” or “I’m
Alway Watching.” Edwards was always inside his victims unbeknownst to them and knew
where the cameras were. He would have looked like a harmless old man. He most likely visited
with the Columbia Police Department in the past under assumed identity.
Both Sheri and Chris worked for religious organizations, both were ex-military police and both
were having marital problems. Edwards always got into his victims through the ruse of being a
Dr. of psychiatry or a pastor, counseling people in churches and killing their closest friends and
neighbors. (Page 74 my book)
The threatening messages started 6 months before the killing in November of 2008. At that time,
Edwards was in Florida taunting another victim of his with a message. Edwards sent this letter to
the family of Robert A Wiles who he had killed April 1, 2008. The letter was a parable and
actually detailed how he flew in and out of Chicago and got into his victims.
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Edwards used the ruse of being a Dr. of Psychiatry, a policeman and a preacher throughout life.
Chris and Sheri were both being counseled through their churches at the time of the murder.
Edwards was also an expert at hypnosis and used drugs to lull his victims. He could hack any
computer, and in 2008 he had gained access to Robert Wiles Email accounts and phone just like
he did to Christopher Coleman.
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Edwards was also in the Marines and targeted military people to destroy. Chris was in the
Marines and and Sheri was in the air force. Both were former MP’s and Edwards would have
easily identified with them, unbeknownst to them. Edwards never used the name Ed Edwards.
He used the name “Wayne” with dozens of assumed identities and Alias names. Here are a few
of his alias’ names provided to me by his daughter April Edwards, on a timeline of her life she
supplied me. Notice the name “Myers.”

Edwards was a writer and published his autobiography in 1972 at age 39. He claimed in the book
that he was a former criminal, a suspect in a double murder, and was once on the FBI’s 10 most
wanted list. He traveled with his current family throughout the 60s, 70s, 80s, 90s, and 2000s,
preaching at churches, schools, police academies and law schools, that he was a former criminal.
The book was actually a puzzle, and contained the murders he committed from 1945 until 1968.
He then repeated the same types of murders from 1970-2009 all over the country tying it all to
names in his book.
The names Coleman, Meyer, Edwards, Columbia, Chicago, Illinois, Florida and Missouri are all
in the book. He killed people at these locations and with these names throughout life.
Metamorphosis of a Criminal Link
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Edwards was traveling the country with his book, handing it out to police and stalking churches
for his next victim. He used his family as a ruse. They did not know he was killing. (Page 67 my
book)
Edwards would have met Sheri Coleman at her church in St. Louis where she was a receptionist.
Edwards would have had something to do with donating the round bed to Sheri so he could kill
her on it and lay her out ritually. He considered the way he laid Sheri out as “Satan’s Altar.” He
laid her on a bed shaped like the zodiac sign, his signature throughout life.

In Metamorphosis of a Criminal. The name Coleman is listed at the beginning on the
acknowledgements page, and Meyer can be found at the end in Edwards’ psychiatric records.
Edwards would pick his victims by tying it to a name that was in his book. Paulette Coleman is
the name he acknowledged in his book.

Edwards used a type writer to type some of the threatening notes left in the mailbox to
Christopher Coleman. He tied the killing of the Coleman family to his book because a woman
named Paulette Coleman helped him type his book in 1972. This is how deliberate and patient
Edwards was in all his murders. They were pre-planned for years. In his book he described how
he would plan each murder after 1953, when he was in Chillicothe Prison with Charles Manson.

Ed Edwards October 1953
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The Threatening Messages
In the year prior to the murders, the Coleman’s were going through a possible divorce. Chris had
told Sherri he wanted one in December of 2008. Around this same time Sheri started acting
different. She had gotten a tattoo of the word Jesus in Hebrew on the back of her neck. She had
gotten the bed from the church, and her Facebook and Myspace pages were hacked. Chris’s
computer was also hacked on November 14th, 2008 when the first threatening message arrived.
The date of every threat made prior to the Coleman Killing ties back to other killings Edwards
did in Montana, California and Florida.
First COLEMAN Threat Email November 14th, 2008.

Edwards had killed Adam Walsh in 1981. Adam was born November 14, 1974. November 14th is
the date of the first threat. Edwards kidnapped, beheaded and planted Adam’s head in a canal of
water in Florida, August 10th, 1981. Edwards threatened and taunted Adam Walsh’s father, John
Walsh with letters and cryptograms after he became the host of “America’s Most Wanted.”
Edwards taunted “America’s Most Wanted” because “HE” Edwards, was “Americas Most
Wanted” and he taunted John Walsh after Adam’s death. The threats were similar as the ones
sent to the Coleman’s.
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The John Walsh Letters were written in Red
Just before the first threat came into the Coleman’s, police were preparing to announce that a
man named Ottis Toole had killed Adam Walsh. Edwards had killed Adam and was preparing
for a revenge killing if Police announced falsely that Ottis Toole killed Adam.
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Edwards was in Florida in November and December of 2008 when Police and John Walsh
wrongly announced that Ottis Toole killed Adam. Edwards mailed the next threat to the
Colemans after this announcement.
Second Coleman Threat Letter January 2, 2009.

This threat was sent on the 53 year anniversary of Edwards killing in Great Falls, Montana
January 2, 1956. It was a double murder on a Lovers Lane on water near the Missouri and Sun
Rivers. Edwards was dressed like a cop in this case and executed two victims with two shots to
the back of their heads. It was an early Zodiac Killing and the answer to who the Zodiac was.
This case started my investigation in 2010. Edwards tied the Coleman murder to the Great Falls
murder because it is on the Missouri Rivers beginning, and St Louis is on the Missouri’s end.
Third Coleman Threat Letter April 6th, 2009. Sheri Coleman received a letter in her mailbox
April 6th. Chris had been out of town for a week and wasn’t expected back until April 8th. Police
stated in 2011 that they never got a report of this letter from Sheri, but Detective Douglas, in an
interview with Tara Lintz in May 2009, admitted the letter existed and a report was made. He
also admitted that it arrived in the mailbox when Chris Coleman was out of town. Chris could
not have placed the letter in his mailbox. He was in Hawaii with Tara Lintz when it arrived. The
date of this letter is the 54 year anniversary of Edwards escape from an Akron, Ohio court room.
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Edward Wayne Edwards Escapes April 6, 1955
Edwards’ 1955 escape resulted in the FBI making the “FBI’s 10 Most Wanted List” Edwards
made the list before it existed in 1955 and made it again in 1960.
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Tara Lintz Interview about April 6th Letter
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Christopher Coleman was out of town when the threat was delivered. An Email from Chris to
Tara Lintz shows the dates he would be gone.

Chris could not have delivered the letter and this letter was not divulged by police.
Everything Edwards did would tie back to a previous murder and set-up. The April 6th threat that
Sheri received, was dated the anniversary of Edwards escape and running the country from April
6th, 1955 until his capture in Montana for robbery March 6th, 1956. He killed 8 people after this
escape in the States of Illinois, Montana, California, Idaho, Iowa and Nebraska. Edwards
committed a triple murder in Chicago in October,1955 and set-up a man named Kenneth Hansen.
Edwards kidnapped a 14 year old girl in California in April, 1955 and planted the evidence along
the highway to lead to Burton Abbott who was executed.
April 6th was a ritual date for Ed Edwards because of his serial killer spree he started on that date
in 1955.
Fourth Threat Letter April 27th, 2009.
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The similarity to this threat and the John Walsh threat letters is remarkable. The date of this letter
is the 54 year anniversary of Edwards grooming Stephanie Bryan in San Francisco, California
April 27, 1955, and then kidnapping her the following day using a Birthday Cake to lure her to
his car. This killing was 13 years before anyone had ever heard of the Zodiac. Edwards
kidnapped, strangled and Stephanie Bryan, planting her clothes and school books along
highways and in the home of an innocent man named Burton Abbott. Eventually Edwards
planted her body at Burton Abbotts cabin, setting him up. Burton Abbott was executed March
15, 1957 while Edwards was in Deer Lodge Prison, Montana for Robbery. This case is why
Edwards wore the Executioners hood as The Zodiac Killer in 1969 at Lake Berryessa. Edwards
told the living victim that he had been in Deer Lodge Prison, killed a guard and stole a car.
Edwards had done all three by 1969.
Edwards had set-up Burton Abbott and got him executed. Edwards became the judge, jury and
executioner in 1955. Edwards hoped Christopher Coleman would be sentenced to death as the
last death penalty case in Illinois in 2009.
The word LEAVE in the Coleman message had a strange looking “A.” After looking at it clearly
it is an upside down 4 and the number 7. Edwards had used the same symbol in a letter to me in
January, 2011 just before Christopher Coleman’s trial.

In this letter Edwards was leading me to the Coleman murder by placing the same symbol in the
word “Writing Games” as he had sprayed on the wall at the Colemans. At the time I was
confronting Edwards about his other murders and writing games. I had not heard of the Coleman
murder at the time, but knew he had placed that symbol in the letter as a clue to another murder.
All of his letters to me led to other murders. This one was leading me to the writings at the
Coleman scene. Chris was about to go to trial at the time I got this letter.
In 2011 I confronted Edward Edwards about him being the Zodiac killer. He responded by
beginning the letter with “It’s Me!” He confirmed we were right on the solutions to his puzzles.
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Edwards told us he had lots more to tell and he did in every letter he sent to us. We just had to
figure out the clues he was leaving.
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As the Atlanta Child Killer in 1981, (Page 173 my book) Edwards sent a letter to the press
stating The Zodiac was killing children and women. Notice the mirror image HK in the word
HAVEN’T. It stood for KH. Kay Hedderly, his wives maiden name.

As the Atlanta Child Killer Ed Edwards set-up Wayne Williams, currently the longest serving
set-up of Ed Edwards. Wayne has been imprisoned since his conviction, February, 1982. One
month later, Ed Edwards was caught in Atlanta with a police uniform, March of 1982. Edwards
was attending the trial of Wayne Williams. “I’m Always Watching.”
Edwards was arrested for his first murder July 30, 2009 in Louisville, Kentucky. He was 76
years old, married to his wife Kay since 1968 and had 5 children, 11 grandchildren. He had been
married twice before, in 1955 and 1959. I interviewed his wives. (Page 201 my book)
Although in the end he portrayed himself as a cripple, he was never wheel chair bound unless he
was doing a ruse. Edwards forced prison staff to push him around in a wheel chair in 2009, 2010
and 2011. He was treated like royalty before his death as he informed on murders to cops
everywhere.
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In 1972 when he was suspected of possibly being the Zodiac Killer, he faked a broken back and
police didn’t follow up. He used the wheel chair ruse in 2009 once he was identified as a serial
killer with the hopes that someone would get lazy and he could escape again as he had in 1949,
1950, 1955 and 1959. In 2011, as the prison staff pushed him to his cell, he would stand up and
walk to his bed. The wheel chair ruse allowed everyone to think that he could not harm anyone.
Edwards was caught in Kentucky July 30th, 2009. Sheri Coleman was in Kentucky two weeks
prior to her death, April 16th, 2009. She was armed with a gun and acting paranoid. She had
received the April 6th threat in her mailbox and Chris was out of the country. Police have failed
to release this message. Sheri attended a fashion show in Lexington, Kentucky and went out on
the town. Ed Edwards attended fashion shows and beauty pageants throughout life stalking his
next victims.
In the JonBenet Ramsey case he sent a letter from the Miss America Pageant telling the Boulder
police someone in the family killed JonBenet. Edwards always steered the evidence to someone
innocent and many times he framed the parents like he did to John and Patsy Ramsey, and Chris
Coleman.
Edwards used his wife and kids as a ruse as he traveled the country from 1955 until 2009, killing
people and setting people up in every state. It began in Illinois in 1945 and ended in Illinois in
2009 with the triple killing of Sherri Gavin and Garret and set-up of Chris.
Edwards spent a total of 13 years of his 77 year life in prison for such things as Bank Robbery,
Impersonating an Officer, Burglary, Robbery, Assault, Weapons, Kidnapping. He was an FBI
informant for 55 years, informing on his own murders and setting up people. (Page 185 my
book) Edwards’ book titled Metamorphosis of a Criminal really meant the Metamorphosis of the
worst serial killer ever.
Edwards pled guilty in Ohio in 2010 to 5 murders spanning Ohio and Wisconsin from 1977 until
1996. The murders involved kidnapping couples, torturing them, tying them up, strangling them,
stabbing them, shooting them and hiding their bodies. He planted obvious hairs on his victims’
bodies at his scenes that belonged to previous victims. He collected a quarter of a million dollars
life insurance in the 1996 case. Edwards profited off of murder his whole life. (Chapter 1 my
book)
Just before his capture, and only 2 months after killing the Colemans, Edwards went online and admitted to being the zodiac killer and the killer of Adam Walsh. He supplied
clues in the rant that led to the Colemans. He used the name BABABIJAN which means
“John is Father”
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Edwards stated above: The cryptic alphabetic clue of “water” can be
numeralized as: 67, which can be equalized as: (46+7+7+7), which
can be written as: 46 777, which can be cracked as: Liber 777.
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Edwards gave the numbers 67, 46, and 777 as a clue above.
1)
2)
3)
4)

There are 6 letters to the first name Edward.
7 letters to the second name Edwards=67.
Edwards posted it on his 76th birthday, June 14th, 2009. (67 mirror image)
1967 was the year he was paroled out of Leavenworth Prison and started The Zodiac
Killings while he was on parole for 10 years.
5) The next number he gave above was 46, the year he committed “The Lipstick Killings”
and wrote on the wall in red, setting up William Hierens in Illinois for a triple murder.
6) Edwards gave the numbers 777. A clue that it was all based on Aleister Crowley’s
“Liber 777.”
7) Edwards had placed 67, 46, 777 and Ed W E in the word “LEAVE” at the writings on the
wall at the Coleman home in mirror image.

Ed E
(4th letter of alphabet D)

47
(4Ds in Edward Edwards, 1947 killed Black Dahlia)

Ed 46 in Mirror Image
(1946 He committed The Lipstick Killings)
He gave the clue of “WATER” which the Colemans house was on, and the Zodiac Killer always
killed near water.
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Edwards also mentioned in the confession the date “May 27th, 2009” and that was the date the
results of a search warrant were released to the public by court order in the Christopher Coleman
case, and posted online by the St Louis Post Dispatch.
Edwards taunted the media his whole life and had spoken in Missouri in 1972 with the Under
Secretary of the United Nations. He also got himself photographed with a Captain of the Atlanta
Police Department after he had killed 24 kids in Atlanta in 1979-81.

Edwards also gave the clue of “Korea” in the confession, which is also mentioned 4 times in his
book. It was the Korean War he joined the Marines to go fight in, in June of 1950, went AWOL
and started another serial killer spree.
Korea is also the only word he left on the paint brush handle used as part of the Garrote he
strangled JonBenet Ramsey with in 1996.(666 mirror image) Edwards strangled her in her own
home, just like the Coleman’s. The Foreign Faction in the JonBenet Ramsey case was Edward
Edwards.
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In 2010 I befriended Edward Wayne Edwards and ended up in the most intense homicide
investigation I have ever been involved in. I never wanted to write a book, but after unraveling
Ed Edwards and realizing public officials were hoping it would all go away, I had to publish my
book. Officials at all levels have done everything to destroy my credibility the past 5 years
because of what this reveals. It does not matter because Edwards put it all out there to be solved,
you just had to challenge him.
After the book was published it revealed that Edward Wayne Edwards had killed the Coleman
family. When I received the Discovery in the Christopher Coleman case I found that Edwards
had signed his name to the messages on the walls. The messages said:

“I’m Ed W Edwards, “U hav E Dahlia” “Punish Ed”
“46” “47” “777”
By Googling the phrase “EDS 47 Dahlia” you are taken to Edward Wayne Edwards, 2002
confession to killing The Black Dahlia in 1947 and Suzanne Degnan in 1946. The site details
how to crack his codes left at these scenes, and how to crack the messages at the Coleman
Murder Scene. Edwards signed the crime and nobody else would have put his name on the wall.
His ego would not allow it.
I hope this helps Christopher Coleman get released.

Respectfully
John A Cameron
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